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ABSTRACT: In this paper, we show that broadband spectral data
can be experimentally extracted from corrugated metallic surfaces
consisting of a linear array of subwavelength grooves supporting
tightly confined spoof plasmons. Using a combination of the
scattering edge coupling method and short-time Fourier transform,
we are able to discern the group velocity characteristics of a spoof
plasmon pulse, which in turn allows for the extraction of broadband
dispersion data from 0.4 to 1.44 THz in a single measurement.
Refractive index sensing of various fluids is demonstrated at microliter volume quantities by monitoring changes in not only the
dispersion relation but also the frequency-dependent attenuation of the spoof plasmons. This gives information about both the
real and imaginary part of the refractive index of an analyte, indicating the potential for spoof plasmon surfaces to fully
characterize substances in the terahertz regime. Lastly, we show that the strong electromagnetic field confinement near the
effective spoof plasmon frequency allows for surface-enhanced absorption spectroscopy, demonstrated here with α-lactose
monohydrate powder. This allows us to take a more spectroscopic approach to THz sensing whereby substances can be uniquely
identified by their spectral fingerprints. The enhanced light−matter interactions that occur in the vicinity of the spoof plasmon
surface allow for a more efficient use of the limited power of current terahertz sources. Together with the ability to integrate
spoof plasmon surfaces with microfluidics and to freely design its electromagnetic properties, we believe that these surfaces can
be a very versatile platform on which chip-scale terahertz sensing can be performed.
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Terahertz (THz) radiation, loosely defined as electro-
magnetic waves with frequencies between 0.1 × 1012 and

10 × 1012 Hz, holds great promise in biological and security
sensing applications.1−6 This is because THz radiation is
nonionizing and many complex molecules have rotational and
vibrational modes in the THz frequency band. However, the
size mismatch between the photon wavelength and the sensed
analyte size and a lack of powerful sources hamper the progress
of THz technology toward more widespread real-world
applications.7,8 Consequently, researchers have turned to
metamaterials, which offer unprecedented control of light, in
an attempt to address some of the challenges of THz
research.9−13 In particular, spoof plasmons, which are
essentially bound electromagnetic surface modes, offer a
surprisingly easy way to confine light to subwavelength scales
on corrugated perfect electrical conductor (PEC) surfaces.14,15

This tight confinement of light cannot be supported by
conventional unstructured metal−dielectric interfaces at low
frequencies.16 Hence, this means that corrugated surfaces
supporting spoof plasmons, which we simply term spoof
plasmon surfaces (SPSs), can potentially enhance light−matter

interactions as well as allow small sample volumes to be sensed
even in the lower frequency regimes of the electromagnetic
spectrum. Furthermore, the optical properties of SPSs can be
easily engineered through the geometrical parameters of the
corrugations, allowing SPSs to be applied to sensing
applications from the gigahertz (GHz) to mid-IR frequencies.
SPSs with different geometries have been experimentally
demonstrated and widely studied for a range of wave-guiding
functionalities.17−21 In the microwave regime, corrugated
surfaces have also been used extensively for low-loss wave-
guides and high-performance feed antennas.22 However, very
little scientific effort has been devoted to the exploitation of
these novel structures to overcome problems in THz
sensing.23−25

Recently, we experimentally demonstrated high-performance
narrowband refractive index sensing on a SPS using an Otto
prism configuration,23 much like surface plasmon polariton
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sensing at visible frequencies.26 Here, we take spoof plasmon
THz sensing one step further by showing that broadband
information regarding the spoof plasmon propagation on SPSs
can be extracted using a combination of the scattering edge
coupling scheme17,27 and short-time Fourier transform
(STFT). Notably, the dispersion of the spoof plasmons can
be extracted with a single measurement, and only two
measurements are needed to retrieve the corresponding
attenuation coefficient. This allows for quick acquisition of
data with minimal sample processing. To demonstrate
broadband refractive index sensing, various fluids are sensed
at microliter volumes and variations in the dispersion of the
spoof plasmons and the attenuation coefficients are shown.
Lastly, we show that SPSs can potentially be used to identify
substances with absorption peaks within the operating spectral
window of the SPS. In particular, we deposit a thin layer of α-
lactose monohydrate with an absorption peak at 1.37 THz on
our SPS and show that the confined fields of the spoof
plasmons lead to greater sensitivity to this absorption peak,
similar to surface-enhanced sensing in the optical and near-IR
frequency regimes. This means that we can potentially take a
spectroscopic approach to sensing with SPSs, where there is the
opportunity to uniquely identify substances in addition to
simply detecting refractive index changes. The versatility of SPS
sensors, which can be designed for narrowband and broadband
operation, together with its flexibility to be integrated with
microfluidics and surface functionalization could bring THz
sensing one step closer to real-world applications.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
SPS Design and Fabrication. Our SPS, which is designed

to work between 0.2 and 2 THz, consists of a linear array of
subwavelength grooves as shown in Figure 1a. This structure
supports tightly confined, TM-polarized spoof plasmons.23,28

The grooves are fabricated via conventional UV photo-
lithography of a positive photoresist followed by the deposition
of a 600 nm layer of gold directly on top via sputtering. The
photoresist and gold layers are depicted as the red and yellow
regions, respectively, in Figure 1a. The final structure closely
resembles a corrugated perfect electrical conductor surface, as
the gold layer is much thicker than the skin depth of gold at
THz frequencies. As a result, the THz radiation does not

interact with the photoresist beneath the gold layer. The
grooves have a period P = 60 μm, a depth h = 31 μm, a top
width wt = 37 μm, and a bottom width wb = 25 μm (see Figure
1a). Figure 1b shows an optical microscope image of the
fabricated SPS. The subwavelength nature of the grooves means
that the SPS operates in the metamaterial regime, where
electromagnetic radiation is not sensitive to the individual
corrugations but experiences an effective medium instead. An
alternative way of describing the SPS when the period is much
smaller than the wavelength is via the effective surface
impedance approximation.29 Figure 1c shows the dispersion
relation of the SPS calculated with Lumerical FDTD Solutions
(see Methods). At higher frequencies, the dispersion deviates
from the light line, indicating a strong confinement of the THz
fields normal to the SPS. Moreover, it can be seen that within
the frequency range of interest, which is 0.2 to 2 THz, there is
only one bound mode supported on this SPS. The spoof
plasmon frequency saturates at f SPS = 1.54 THz, representing
the cutoff frequency of the SPS as shown in Figure 1c.

Scattering Edge Coupling to Spoof Plasmons. Spoof
plasmons, being bound surface waves, cannot be directly
coupled to from free-space propagating light due to frequency
and momentum conservation. Here, we use a scattering edge
coupling method to phase match the incident THz radiation to
the tightly bound spoof plasmons and show that broadband
dispersion data can be extracted in a single measurement.17,27

As shown in Figure 2a, THz radiation generated by a THz
time-domain spectrometer (THz-TDS) is scattered off a sharp
razor blade edge and coupled into a spoof plasmon, which
propagates for a distance D. The spoof plasmon is then
scattered off a second razor blade edge back into free space
radiation and collected by a detector. Figure 2b shows the
normalized time-domain signal when a thick gold film (red
line) and the SPS (blue line) is placed in the scattering edge
coupling setup. In the case of the gold film, which is
approximately 200 nm thick, the time-domain signal is a very
short pulse. This is because only unconfined, dispersionless,
Sommerfeld−Zenneck waves propagate on an unstructured
metal−dielectric interface at low frequencies.16,27 In contrast,
the signal from the SPS is much longer, indicating dispersion of
the surface waves. In our experiments, a propagation distance D
≥ 8 mm, corresponding to at least 130 periods, was used to

Figure 1. (a) Schematic diagram of SPS with P = 60 μm, h = 31 μm, wt = 37 μm, and wb = 25 μm. The thickness of gold is 600 nm. (b) Optical
microscope image of SPS fabricated by photolithography. (c) Calculated band structure of SPS. The width of the spoof plasmon mode at the
Brillouin zone edge, Δf SPS, gives an estimate of the lifetime of the spoof plasmon; 1/Δf SPS ≈ 20 ps.
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ensure that the excited spoof plasmon frequency components
have enough time to be properly separated from each other by
the time they reach the second razor blade.
The time-domain data collected from the scattering edge

coupled spoof plasmon were analyzed with STFT30 (see
Methods). This technique allows us to analyze the frequency
content of the time-domain signal at each point in time by
imposing a sliding time window on the raw time-domain data.
The resulting data constitute a time−frequency plane called a
spectrogram. In other words, the spectrogram provides us with
a description of the frequency components of the spoof
plasmon arriving at the second razor blade after propagating a
distance D at any particular time. This information enables us
to obtain the group velocities of the spoof plasmons
propagating on the SPS and subsequently extract their
dispersion relation (see Methods). Figure 2c shows the SPS
spectrogram, S ̅norm, with D = 8 mm, which is normalized to the
maximum amplitude at each frequency. The first feature to note
is the main curve in the center of the spectrogram extending
approximately from 68 to 120 ps in time and 0.2 THz to
approximately 1.5 THz in frequency. This gives the times, τ,
and the respective frequencies, ω, at which most of the
electromagnetic energy carried by the spoof plasmons arrives at
the second razor blade. Also, the amplitude of the spoof
plasmon signal, A(ω, τ), can be obtained from the
unnormalized spectrogram, S̅. This quantity can be used to
calculate the attenuation experienced by the spoof plasmon as it
propagate on the SPS, as shall be seen later.
From Figure 2c, it is clear that the different frequency

components of the spoof plasmon pulse take different amounts

of time to travel the distance D, and hence the group velocity is
strongly frequency dependent. For example, the 0.5 THz
frequency component arrives at 68 ps, while that of 1.4 THz
arrives around 32 ps later. Note that the time value is relative to
the start point from which the time-domain data are collected
and is not indicative of how much time the spoof plasmon takes
to travel the distance D. It is the dif ference in the time taken that
is important here, as it tells us the difference in group velocities
between different frequency components of the spoof plasmon
pulse.
Time-frequency filtering is employed by setting the

amplitude of the spectrogram to zero within specific time−
frequency windows in order to improve the visibility of the
spoof plasmon curve. These are required due to contributions
to the raw time-domain data from light that is not coupled into
spoof plasmons as well as secondary reflections that occur
between the razor blades (see Figure S1 in the Supporting
Information). By filtering out the extraneous data, we can
clearly pick out the signal due to the spoof plasmons
propagating on the SPS. The white dashed lines in Figure 2c
demarcate the area in which the time−frequency filters are
applied. The lowest frequency maxima at each time point on
the spectrogram are picked out, resulting in a series of time−
frequency coordinates, (τi, ωi), from which we are able to
calculate the dispersion relation of the spoof plasmons as
shown in Figure 3. The method employed to extract the real
part of the parallel component of the modal wave-vector, k∥′ ,
from (τi, ωi) is detailed in the Methods section, and the
smallest frequency separation between data points is 16 GHz,
as given by the STFT. Note that the complex parallel

Figure 2. (a) Diagram of the scattering edge coupling configuration. (b) Scattering edge coupled time-domain signal of an Au film (red line) and
SPS (blue line) with D = 8 mm. The time-domain signals are vertically displaced from each other to facilitate easy reading. (c) Filtered spectrogram
of SPS with D = 8 mm. The time−frequency filters demarcated by the white dashed lines are applied by setting the enclosed region to zero in order
to filter out any signal that is not from the spoof plasmons and improve the visibility of the actual spoof plasmon time−frequency curve.
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component of the wave vector is defined as k∥ = k∥′ + iα̅F/2,
where α̅F is the power attenuation coefficient of the spoof
plasmons due predominantly to the dielectric filling the
grooves. We relate the lowest frequency peak at each time
point to the spoof plasmon because the SPS supports only one
mode in our frequency range of interest, as shown in Figure 1c.
The experimentally extracted dispersion plotted as blue crosses
in Figure 3 is in excellent agreement with the calculated
dispersion (red solid line, extracted from the peaks of Figure
1c) and gives information about the SPS from 0.4 to 1.44 THz.
We were unable to extract the dispersion relation all the way to
the Brillouin zone band edge (k∥′ = π/P = 5.24 × 104 m−1). This
is because as we approach the SPS cutoff frequency, f SPS = 1.54
THz, the signal-to-noise ratio deteriorates rapidly due to a
lower coupling efficiency from free-space radiation to spoof
plasmons. We note here that the coupling to spoof plasmons
could be made more efficient by adopting a microwave
engineering approach where the SPS impedance is matched
with that of an excitation transmission line. This would be an
important improvement for the development of practical spoof
plasmon sensors.
Using the definition of the out-of-plane confinement length,

= ′ − −L k k( )z
2

0
2 1/2

(1)

where k0 is the free-space wavevector, we can conclude that, at
1.4 THz, the spoof plasmon can be confined to a region as
small as 43 μm normal to the SPS. This represents a field
confinement of approximately λ0/5, where λ0 is the free-space
wavelength. Thus, we can expect that light−matter interactions
are drastically enhanced in this region of the SPS surface and
can potentially be used for sensing applications. Meanwhile, at
low frequencies such as 0.5 THz, we can see that the dispersion
relation is very close to the light line (Figure 3, black dashed
line), indicating poorly confined fields.
Figure 4 shows normalized spectrograms with D = 8 mm, 10

mm and 12 mm, and the appropriate time−frequency filters
applied (indicated by white dashed lines). These panels show
how the spoof plasmon time−frequency curve shifts to later
times as the distance between the razor blades is increased.
With every 2 mm increase in D, the onset of the spoof plasmon
curve is delayed by approximately 6.7 ps as expected, since low-
frequency spoof plasmon components travel close to the speed
of light. We highlight here that each spectrogram contains
information over a broad frequency range of 0.2 THz to almost
1.5 THz and is obtained by a single measurement using
scattering edge coupling and STFT.

Refractive Index Sensing with SPSs. To investigate the
changes in the SPS properties as its dielectric environment is
modified, the grooves are filled with various fluids, namely, air
(n = 1, control), diesel (n ≈ 1.45), liquid paraffin (n ≈ 1.47),
olive oil (n ≈ 1.51), and glycerin (n ≈ 1.85). The fluids used
here have a smoothly varying refractive index profile without
sharp spectral features (see Figure S2 in the Supporting
Information). The SPS grooves are filled by first covering the
entire SPS with the fluids above. Excess fluid is then physically
removed gently using a thin plastic sheet. Care is taken to
remove any fluid on the SPS that is not in the groove. The SPS
is rinsed with toluene and distilled water, and a reference
measurement is taken between each fluid measurement to
ensure that the SPS is clean and there is no change in the
optical properties of the SPS.
Figure 5a shows how the dispersion relation is red-shifted as

the real part of the refractive index of the fluids filling the
grooves is increased. For example, at k∥/k0 = 1.25, the spoof
plasmon frequencies for air, diesel, liquid paraffin, olive oil, and
glycerin are 1.4, 1.19, 1.16, 1.14, and 0.99 THz, respectively.
This is attributed to an increase in the effective refractive index
of the SPS due to the presence of the fluids. The dispersion
relations of the spoof plasmons when the SPS grooves are filled

Figure 3. Simulated (red solid line) and experimentally extracted (blue
crosses) SPS dispersion relation. The light line is given by the black
dashed line.

Figure 4. Spectrograms of the SPS with (a) D = 8 mm, (b) D = 10 mm, and (c) D = 12 mm.
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with various fluids, simulated with measured bulk fluid
dielectric constants, are shown in Figure 5b. The experiments
are well corroborated by the simulation results. The fluid
refractive indices used in the simulations are extracted from
transmission THz-TDS measurements using the method
described by Duvillaret et al.31 The x-axis in Figure 5 is plotted
in units of k∥′/k0. Note that the light line in Figure 5
corresponds to a vertical line at k∥′/k0 = 1. This way, the
differences between the curves are accentuated to facilitate the
comparison of experimental results with simulations. This is
because the real part of the refractive indices of diesel, liquid
paraffin, and olive oil are very similar; hence, without the
normalization of the x-axis, the dispersion relations would
overlap and it would be hard to discern any visible differences
between simulation and experiment. Likewise in Figure 3, we
were unable to extract the dispersion relation all the way to the
Brillouin zone edge due to a deterioration of the signal-to-noise
ratio as f SPS is approached. This problem is aggravated when we
take into account losses due to the fluid absorption.
While being able to obtain the broadband dispersion of the

spoof plasmons in one measurement allows us to detect
refractive index changes in the grooves, we would ideally like to
fully characterize the dielectric properties of the fluids filling the
SPS grooves by accessing information about the imaginary part
of the refractive indices. This can be obtained by comparing the
amplitude of the spoof plasmon arriving at the second razor
blade over two separate D values, namely, D = 8 mm and D =
12 mm. Straightforwardly, the power attenuation coefficient of
the spoof plasmons can be written as

α ω ω= − | | | | Δ= =A A Dln( ( ) / ( ) )/D DF
SPS

12mm
2

8mm
2

(2)

where the subscript F denotes the fluid in the groove, ΔD is the
difference in the two D values (4 mm in our case), and A(ω) is
the amplitude of the spoof plasmon peak in the unnormalized
spectrogram S̅, at ω. Note that αF

SPS represents the attenuation
of the spoof plasmon caused by the fluids and the SPS itself.
Losses from the SPS are predominantly caused by increased
scattering from spoof plasmons to free-space radiation due to
surface imperfections as well as ohmic losses. Therefore, in
order to isolate the influence of fluid absorption on the spoof
plasmon propagation, the intrinsic SPS attenuation with air
filling the grooves, αAir

SPS, is subtracted from the attenuation
coefficients of the other fluids to give the propagation loss due
to the fluids, α̅F = αF

SPS − αAir
SPS, where the subscript F now

represents the fluids with the exception of air. This
experimentally accessible magnitude gives us a quantitative
measure of the absorptive character of the target fluids. The
spoof plasmon attenuation with air as the dielectric, αAir

SPS, is
around 0.5 cm−1 from 0.4 to 0.9 THz. We note that the
intrinsic SPS loss could increase due to an increase in metallic
losses as a result of stronger field confinement. However, we
found from complex eigenfrequency calculations for the SPS
that increases in intrinsic SPS losses as the SPS grooves are
filled with lossless dielectrics with n = 1 to 2 are small compared
to α̅F. This is why we can attribute α̅F mainly to fluid loss.
Nonetheless, we stress that metallic losses can be a non-
negligible factor when dealing with very high field confinements
or fluids with high refractive indices and very low loss.
Figure 6a shows α̅F plotted over a frequency range of 0.4 to

0.9 THz. Comparing Figure 6a to the imaginary parts of the
refractive indices of the fluids, n″, shown in Figure S2b in the
Supporting Information, we can immediately see that α̅F
follows a similar trend to the actual fluid parameters, with
glycerin having the highest loss, followed by olive oil, diesel,
and liquid paraffin. As can be seen in Figure 6a, the α̅F of the
various fluids are very close to each other at 0.4 THz. This is
because at low frequencies the fields on the SPS are unconfined
and hence are not very sensitive to refractive index changes. On
the other end of the spectrum, at 0.9 THz, we can see a marked
difference in the α̅F values due to the increased field
confinement at higher frequencies. Even for liquid paraffin
and diesel, which have similar n″ values, the difference in α̅F is
apparent at 0.9 THz. Additionally, if we look at Figure 5, we see
that the difference in dispersion between diesel, liquid paraffin,
and olive oil is very small due to the small differences in the real
part of the refractive index among the three fluids. However,
when we look at the losses they induce on the spoof plasmons,
we can easily tell the difference between the three fluids. The
ability to obtain loss information provides us with an additional
avenue in which different substances that may have similar real
parts of the refractive index can be distinguished from each
other.
Figure 6b shows the simulated power attenuation coefficient

of the spoof plasmons, α̅F
Calc, when the grooves are filled with

the various fluids. A spoof plasmon pulse is excited on a 2D
array of grooves with the same dimensions as our SPS via a
TM-polarized dipole source with a frequency range of 0.1 to 2
THz in Lumerical FDTD Solutions. The resultant time-domain

Figure 5. Dispersion of the SPS obtained from (a) experiments and (b) simulations when its grooves are filled with various fluids. The x-axis is
normalized to the free-space wavevector k0, to facilitate comparison of experimental and simulation results.
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data are then collected by two point monitors at a distance of 8
and 12 mm from the dipole and processed in exactly the same
way as the experimental data for the various fluids. As can be
seen, the behavior of α̅F

Calc matches that of experiments where
the SPS is more sensitive to the fluids at higher frequencies
when there is significantly stronger field confinement.
The comparison of α̅F across all the fluids is done from 0.4 to

0.9 THz because the SPS response of glycerin cuts off at
approximately 1 THz, as shown in Figure 5a, and the data
become quite noisy near f SPS. Nonetheless, we stress here that
the broadband data, over a range of 0.5 THz, is obtained using
only two measurements per fluid. This is advantageous
compared to resonant sensing methods when it comes to
identifying substances via spectroscopic features. More
importantly, the fluid volume used in the case of the SPS is
on the order of microliters, while the measurements of the bulk
fluid dielectric constants were done using fluid volumes of the
order of milliliters. For example, in the case of D = 8 mm, there
are 133 grooves between the razor blades. From this, we
estimate that the interaction volume between the spoof
plasmon and the fluids is approximately 600 nL given that
the THz beam width is around 5 mm. We expect this quantity
can be further reduced with a reduction in THz beam width
and a SPS design that is tailored to a specific sensing purpose.
One can also see how the SPS can be integrated with
microfluidics to perform high-sensitivity broadband refractive
index sensing.
It is conceivable to use the SPS data to retrieve the

broadband refractive index of the fluids using the coupled mode
method32 since the dispersion and attenuation coefficient are
related to the refractive index of the fluids filling the grooves.
However, this is nontrivial since, in general, the SPS parameters
are not simply related to the real or imaginary parts of the
refractive index and the electromagnetic field modes are not
easily defined for our grooves with slanted walls. For instance,
the propagation constant generally depends on both the real
and imaginary parts of the refractive index of the fluid, and to
understand how the fields interact with the sensed samples, we
would need to be able to consider all the electromagnetic
modes existing in the metallic corrugations. Retrieving the exact
refractive index data analytically requires more work to be done
on the theory as well as SPS structure design. An alternative
approach might be to use simulation methods to precalculate
the k∥ for a range of complex refractive index values. In this
way, experimentally obtained k∥ values can then be easily

related back to a given refractive index within the precalculated
set.

Surface-Enhanced THz Absorption Spectroscopy. In
the final section of the paper, we show how the enhanced field
confinement on the SPS can be used to identify substances with
spectral features such as absorption peaks. This is useful in the
case where the substance is unknown and in small volumes; a
unique spectral f ingerprint produced from the broadband
detection then allows for the identification of that substance.
Here, α-lactose monohydrate, with absorption peaks at 0.53
and 1.37 THz, as shown in the inset of Figure 7, is used as the

analyte.33,34 A thin layer of α-lactose monohydrate powder is
deposited on the SPS by uniformly dispersing the powder via
compressed air in a chamber and allowing it to settle on the
SPS over 5 min. We estimate the surface mass density of the
lactose powder to be approximately 300 ng/mm2 by weighing
the sample before and after the deposition.
The Fourier transform spectrum of the SPS time-domain

signal with the lactose powder was normalized to that without
the lactose powder so as to give the power transmission
spectrum across the SPS, TSPS. The extinction coefficient, Γ, is
then given by

Γ = − T Dln( )/SPS
(3)

Figure 6. Attenuation coefficients of the spoof plasmon due to fluids obtained from (a) experiment, α̅F, and (b) simulation, α̅F
Calc.

Figure 7. Γ spectra for α-lactose monohydrate deposited on SPS (blue
solid line) and Au film (green dashed line) and polyethylene powder
deposited on SPS (red solid line). (Inset) Absorption spectrum of α-
lactose monohydrate.
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where Γ tells us how much energy from the spoof plasmons is
lost due to the presence of the lactose powder on the SPS.
For the lactose sensing measurements, D was kept constant

at 10 mm and care was taken to make sure that any secondary
reflections between the razor blades were not recorded in the
time-domain signal. The reason that a simple Fourier transform
was used instead of the STFT is because STFT tends to smear
out sharp changes in the amplitude of the signal due to the
application of the sliding time window. An examination of the
unfiltered normalized spectrogram shows that most of the
energy at 1.37 THz is coupled into spoof plasmons (see Figure
S3 in the Supporting Information). Hence any spectral features
observed in the Fourier transform is due to the spoof plasmons.
The blue solid line in Figure 7 shows the Γ spectrum of the

α-lactose monohydrate on the SPS. The black dashed line
demarcates the absorption peak of α-lactose monohydrate at
1.37 THz. As can be seen, there is a sharp peak in Γ at 1.36
THz, which we conclude is due to the absorption of the lactose
powder on the SPS, taking into account the 16 GHz frequency
resolution of the THz-TDS. We believe that this can be
improved by using a measurement method with a higher
spectral resolution such as a frequency-domain THz spectrom-
etry or using an SPS of a different geometry, which allows for
the measurement of a longer time pulse. The absorption peak
at 0.53 THz is not seen due to the lack of field confinement at
lower frequencies for our SPS. To further show that the Γ peak
is due to enhanced light−matter interactions between the spoof
plasmon and the lactose on the SPS, we performed the same
measurements with α-lactose monohydrate powder deposited
on a flat gold film as well as polyethylene powder deposited on
the SPS. Similar surface mass densities of lactose and
polyethylene powders were deposited in order to make the
comparisons reliable.
We can see that the Γ spectrum for α-lactose monohydrate

deposited on a flat gold film (Figure 7, red solid line) is
featureless. This is because the fields on the flat gold film are
very poorly confined, and thus the lactose powder does not
interact with the THz radiation as much as on the SPS. To
further ascertain that the peak at 1.37 THz is indeed due to the
presence of lactose, polyethylene powder, which has no
absorption peaks, is deposited on the SPS. The corresponding
Γ spectrum is shown in Figure 7 by the dashed green line and is
also featureless as expected.
We also note that the baseline value of Γ for lactose

deposited on the Au film at around 0.2 cm−1 is lower than that
of both the lactose and polyethylene powder SPS cases, with
baseline Γ values between 0.5 and 1 cm−1. This is attributed to
the greater sensitivity of confined fields on the SPS to surface
perturbations. The powder particles can act as scatterers, out-
coupling spoof plasmons to free-space radiation. Furthermore,
the Γ spectra for the SPS cases seem more noisy than that of
the Au film due to a lower signal-to-noise ratio in the SPS cases.
Nonetheless, the above three measurements show that the peak
is indeed due to the presence of the α-lactose monohydrate
powder, which is enhanced by the tight field confinement on
the SPS.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have used the concept of spoof plasmons to
address some of the challenges to THz technology, namely, the
lack of powerful sources and a lack of field confinement. In
particular, we have shown that SPSs can be a very versatile
platform for broadband THz sensing, on which we have

demonstrated both refractive index sensing and surface-
enhanced absorption sensing facilitated by the subwavelength
field confinement on SPSs.
Lastly, we would like to point out that every sensor needs to

be tailored to its specific application. There is no one-size f its all
solution. In this paper, we have showcased the potential of the
SPS for THz sensing by using an SPS with a generic design and
subjecting it to a broad range of sensing parameters and
scenarios. However, we note that the performance of spoof
plasmon sensors can be drastically improved if they are tailored
to a specific problem. A comprehensive characterization of the
spoof plasmon sensing technique, its optimization, and the
comparison to other well-established methods, such as THz
transmission spectroscopy, are out of the scope of this paper
and can be performed in the future. The myriad of SPS
geometries gives engineers enormous flexibility to design
solutions to sensing problems over a broad range of
frequencies. Together with the possibility of integrating
microfluidics and surface functionalization, we believe that
SPSs are truly versatile platforms on which to bring THz
sensing and all its potential benefits closer to mainstream
application.

■ METHODS
SPS Band Structure Calculations. The band structure of our SPS

was calculated using the commercial software Lumerical FDTD
Solutions. The unit cell consists of a 2D groove with the same
dimensions as our SPS as well as Floquet periodic boundary
conditions. The spoof plasmons are excited using TM-polarized
dipole sources with a frequency range of 0.1 to 2 THz placed in the
near field of the groove. Time-domain data, collected by a point
monitor (also in the near field of the groove), are then apodized with a
Gaussian time window so that the start of the signal, corresponding to
light not coupled into surface modes, is removed. The remaining time-
domain signal are due to long-lived eigenmodes (i.e., spoof plasmons)
and is Fourier transformed to give the frequency of the spoof plasmon
for a given phase difference across the unit cell. The entire band
structure can then be calculated by sweeping the phase difference
across the unit cell. The width in the band diagram is a result of the
FDTD method of calculation.

SPS Fabrication. A thick layer of AZ9620 positive photoresist was
coated onto a glass substrate via a two-step spin-coating process. The
first layer of AZ9620 was spun at 1350 rpm for 1 min followed by a
soft bake at 110 °C for 80 s. The second AZ9620 layer was spin coated
at the same spin speed followed by a soft bake at 110 °C for 180 s. The
SPS, consisting of a linear array of subwavelength grooves, with an
overall area of 25 mm × 40 mm was then patterned on the photoresist
via conventional UV photolithography (Karl Suss, MA8/BA6). A 600
nm thick layer of gold was sputtered onto the photoresist (AJA
International Inc., ATC 1800 V) to give the final metalized array of
subwavelength grooves.

Scattering Edge Coupling to Spoof Plasmons. The Teraview
Spectra 3000 THz time-domain spectrometer was used in this work
for the characterization of the SPS. The gap between the razor blades
and the SPS was 60 μm (250 μm in the case of the flat Au film). The
THz radiation was incident on the razor blade edges at an angle of 30°
from the SPS surface. The spectrometer frequency resolution was 16
GHz.

Time−Frequency Analysis of SPS Data. Short-time Fourier
transform is defined by

∫τ ω τ= − ω

−∞

∞
−S s t w t t( , ) ( ) ( )e di t

(4)

where s(t) is the time-domain signal, w(t) is the window function, and
S(τ, ω) is the STFT at time τ. The spectrogram, S ̅, is defined as |S(τ,
ω)|2. As τ is varied, w(t − τ) slides along s(t) to give the STFT and
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hence the frequency content of s(t) within w(t) at different time
points.
A 20 ps Blackman−Harris minimum four-term window was used

and advanced in 0.6 ps steps along the raw time-domain signal. The
length of the time window is decided by looking at the width of the
mode, Δf SPS, at the Brillouin zone edge (see Figure 1c). The lifetime
of the spoof plasmon is given by 1/Δf SPS and estimated to be
approximately 20 ps.
The spectrogram is normalized to the maximum magnitude at each

frequency, ωi, over all τ values, so as to remove the inherent spectral
distribution of the input THz radiation, as given in eq 5.

τ ω
τ ω

̅ =
| |

| |
S

S
S

( , )
max( ( , ) )

i

i
norm

2

2 (5)

Extracting SPS Dispersion. The dispersion relation of the SPS
can be extracted from the time−frequency peaks of the spectrogram,
(τn, ωn), by looking at the time difference, Δτn,n−1, between
neighboring angular frequencies, ωn and ωn−1, iteratively. Since the
distance traveled, D, is constant, Δτn,n−1 is the result of the difference
between the group velocities of spoof plasmons with neighboring
frequencies vn and vn−1. The difference in propagation constant, Δk∥′n,
can then be calculated using eq 6.

ω
τ

Δ ′ = Δ
Δ +− −

−

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟k

v D

v D
n

n
n n n

n

, 1 1

1 (6)

for n = 1, 2, 3, ..., where Δωn = ωn − ωn−1 and Δτn,n−1 = τn − τn−1.
The actual propagation constant of the spoof plasmon at ωn is then

given by eq 7.

′ = ′ + Δ ′−k k kn n n1
(7)

where k∥′n− 1 is the propagation constant of the previous frequency,
ωn−1.
The starting point of the above procedure is decided by comparing

the time taken to travel D on the SPS, τ0, to the same time taken on a
flat metal surface, τPEC, by a low-frequency spoof plasmon with
frequency ω0. The group velocity of ω0, v0, is then given by

τ τ
τ τ

= −
−

v c
D( )

0 0
0 PEC

0 PEC (8)

where c0 is the speed of light in a vacuum. It is assumed here that ω0 is
sufficiently low such that the group velocity is linear in the vicinity of
ω0 and the propagation constant is simply given by k∥′0 = ω0/v0. The
values of v0 obtained using eq 8 agrees with that calculated from Figure
4 by looking at the time taken for a low-frequency spoof plasmon to
propagate a given distance.
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Spectrograms illustrating the effects of time−frequency filtering
and the deposition of α-lactose monohydrate on the SPS are
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